Differentiation of ionised benzimidazole from its isomeric alpha-distonic ion by collision-induced dissociation and neutralisation-reionisation mass spectrometry.
Ionised benzimidazole and its isomeric alpha-distonic ion (or ionised ylid) have been examined by recording their metastable ion, collision-induced dissociation and neutralisation-reionisation mass spectra. These tautomers may be distinguished by careful consideration of key features of the collision-induced dissociation spectra, with or without prior neutralisation and reionisation. Formation of doubly-charged ions by charge stripping occurs preferentially when the alpha-distonic ion is subjected to collision. This alpha-distonic ion survives neutralisation and reionisation, thus establishing that the corresponding ylid is stable on the microsecond time frame. The effects of benzannulation on the ease of differentiation of classical and distonic radical cations derived from biologically important heterocycles are considered.